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Where IFB line item for coldtype-compofdtion
indicates desire for sinyle price per line for
liner, exceeding 7 inches and bidder submits price
for 7 inch line plus a price for each additional
inch of line, evaluation of Item price at maximum
conceivable line length, which did not displace or
prejudice protester, was proper.

I.T.S. Corporation (ITS) protests the proposed
award of a contract to the Stanwick Corporation (Stanwick)
under Invitation Jor Bids 'IFf) No. 13272 issued by the
Los Angeles Regional Procurement Office, United States
Government Printing Office (GPO) 'co procure coldtype cop'
position and related services. ITS contends the bid sub--
mitted by Stanwick is nonresap 9ive because it quotes
variable pricing for Item I.4(b) of the IFB.

The ,PB Contemplates multiple awards of one-'yeaP!
requirements type contracts with evaluatIon being ba.sei
on total aggregate costs of all items 'or the first calen-
dar quarter. It states that printing orders will be placed
in sequence beginning with the contractor with the lowest
aggregate price. Bidders were required to submit responsive
bids for each item but the XFB reserved to the Govern-
went the right to waive defects and informalities., The IFB
estimates that a total of 2804 pages will be ordered under
Item I during the first quarter, of which 5 pages will be
ordered lunder Item 1.4(b). Item 1.4(b) reads as follow'.'

"4. Photocomposition: The prices quoted are all
inclusive and include all materials and ser-
vices necessary to set a single line of dis-
play type.

"(a) Lines up to 7" in length .... per Line ...$
"(b) Lines over 7" in length ..... per Line ...$ "
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Stanwick quoted $.l.50 for 7 inches plus 25 cents
for each additional inch in response to Item I.4(b).
GPO determined that .15 inches was the longest line that
conceivably could be ordered and evaluated Stanwick's
price as the maximum length of 16 inches. The contract-
ing officer then waived Stanwick's method of pricing
:xter 1.4(b) as a minor informality or irregularity. As
a result, Stanwick was placed third in the ordering
sequence and tbe protester was placed fourth.

GPc cont2nds that waiver of this minor informal-
ity or irregularity has no effect on quantity, quality
or delivery and is not prejuiicial to the interests of
ITS because the highest possible price for Item.I.4(b)
was used for purposes of evaluating Stanwick's3hid for
placement in the ordering sequence. The price for any
Individual order given Stanwick under Item I.4(b) can
be readily determined by measuring the length of ahe
line. Further, GPO points out that during the one year
contract, the value of the 20 pages which it estimates
Stanwick will receive under Item L"4(b) is about $75.00
out of the 272,386.00 estimated total value of the con-
tract. GPO states that, contrary to the protester's -
allegation, Stanwick is obligated to perform Item 1.4(b)
at the price quoted and such price io determinable with
regard to each order.

The primary issues here are whether Stai wick'a bid
is responsive to the material requirements o6t' th\' IFB
and whether bidis were evaluated on an equal basi/). This
concerns whether Stanwick unequivocally has offered to
provide the requested items in total conformance with
the terms and specifications of the invitation. Lift,
Power :Ync., B-182604, January 10, 1975, 75-1 C}PD-75.
StanWf1k9s bid imposes no conditions and is riot ambiguous
or subject to doubt as to its intent to be legally bound
to perform, in accordance with the IFB. The language of
Stanwick's bid for Item I.4(b) reasonably can be inter-
.'reted only as offering a price for a 16 inch line of

no pore than $3.75 and this figure was used for evalua-
t'on purposes. The specific price fo' each order sent to
Stanwick under Item I.4(b) can be determined and although
it might be less, it cannot exceed the price used for
evaluation,, Although ITS's price for this subitom in $2.35
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per page, its aggregate evaluation price is $16,061.46
as compared to Stanwick'a maximum price of $15,043.66.
Although Stanwick did not bid a single price for lines
in excess of 7 inches, its bid nevertheless may be eval-
uated essentially on the same basis as the protester's
by using Stanwick's maximum possible bid price. Thus,
ITS cannot state that the waiver unfairly displaces it
in the ordering sequence or that it is prejudicial. to
its interests.

Accordingly, this protest is denied.

J1oputy Co Bpt er iteral
of the United States
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